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Sustainable performance
improvement for IT organisations
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“The scope of the release changes while we’re
developing, and even while we’re testing”

“During collection phases, we sometimes wait up to two or
three months before the user reacts!”
“I’ve always got several tasks to do at once:
it’s very difficult to concentrate on just one”

“I’m always working un
der time pressure:
we’re always in crisis m
ode”

“We regularly face troughs in demand
which we can’t anticipate”
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These issues, raised by IT directors
and practitioners, can be resolved
through Lean Management. Lean
responds to operational difficulties
and IT challenges by eliminating
activities which do not add ‘value’, as
defined by the client. By involving all
employees in the process, Lean creates
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an improvement dynamic which is
both continuous and sustainable.
Developed in the 1950s on Toyota’s
production lines and conception
workshops, Lean Management has
now spread into the service sector –
in banks’ back office operations and

«

“In any case, the users just consider us
a necessary evil. According to them,
what we deliver is poor quality and it takes us
too long to produce it”

« Pour un ticket traité
en 100 jours de
délai, le temps de tra
vail ne sera
réellement que de 14
jours. »

hospitals for example. It now touches
all business processes - and IT processes
are no exception in a world where
increasing speed-to-market, value-add
and operational excellence have to
be balanced with new technical
challenges and cost reduction targets.
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Lean Management applied to IT

Lean Management increases the value
delivered to the client – and hence client
satisfaction – whilst improving operational efficiency. This is achieved through
systematic, continuous elimination of
the sources of productivity losses: waste,
variability and inflexibility.
Lean differs from other approaches in
that it looks at how things really work
on the ground. It’s about challenging
accepted truths and promoting team
work by listening to employees’ difficulties and irritations (the ‘stones in
their shoes’, as one leading CFO recently
described them), and developing new
standards in performance management.
Lean is a new mindset which mobilises
and aligns everyone to one objective:
continuous, relentless, shared improvement. In short, Lean is about much
more than processes – it’s a highly
effective vehicle for transforming an
organisation from within.

VARIABILITY

INFLEXIBILITY

• Variability in demand:
irregular client demand patterns

• Fixed team sizes resulting in an inability
to adjust to demand variability (teams
undertake 30% extra work when there
are peaks in demand)

• Variability in competency:
loss in the pool of experience
(new hires; new projects;
new technologies...)

• Fixed batch / lot and release sizes:
leading to waiting periods

• Variability in individual efficiency:
difference in time required by
developers to carry out tasks
of similar complexity



• Multi-site development:
Distributed/offshore delivery models
are often not optimised

WASTES



1. Waiting: lead time for obtaining specifications for development, or for testing codes
2. Overproduction: production of documents / functionality not required by the client
3. Poor quality: lack of initial quality control leading to rework later in the process
4. Unnecessary Movement: causing disruption to activities. This often requires
an intelligent, systematic redesign
5. Unnecessary Operations: activities which do not generate value for the client
6. Outstanding Tasks: requests which have not been dealt with, creating a backlog
of tasks for completion
7. Transfer: excessive/untimely changing of platforms for tests or integration
Poor utilisation of human potential/allocation of resources (under-qualified/
over-qualified staff relative to the tasks they are performing)

Quick, significant wins
Lean does not demand a compromise between competing objectives. In implementing Lean, an IT organisation can improve
on all fronts simultaneously. The benefits, particularly in the early stages, can be substantial.

-25 to
-50%

+20
to 35%

-30 to
-75%

+10 to
50%

Time to Market

Available Capacity

Rework

Customer Satisfaction

Sustainable performance improvement for IT organisations
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Establishing the virtuous circle of Continuous Improvement

Look at ‘value’ from the client’s
perspective
The client’s voice is a filter through
which IT professionals should always
consider their tasks and processes.
“Does what I’ve delivered help the
client meet their objectives?”. IT is a
lever for the organisation - the client
must be able to work it. The IT director must understand the needs of the
client, so s/he can translate them into
technical terms and then produce
quality outputs within the time allowed (completeness of functionality;
quality of the code developed and
time required for delivery; data centre
service hours; waiting time in contact
centres, etc).
« Make IT visible »
Making delivery tangible and visible
means that the right information and
priorities are always shared, by everyone
– operational teams and management.
Installing visual boards in a communal
area which are updated in real time (or at
least once a day) allows the ‘visualisation’
of the delivery schedule and tasks at
hand (using smaller sheets, kanban) by
stage, bottlenecks, quality issues, and
progress versus agreed delivery dates. For
management, performance indicators
and team competency matrices are
displayed to enable them to run their
organisation more effectively.

Eliminate waste and reduce
complexity
This is the mantra of Lean! Process
optimisation focuses on the elimination of non value-adding activities
(those for which the client would not
be prepared to pay). Our field observations suggest that, in general,
45-55% of total activities are non
value-adding. There is plenty of room
for improvement!
Organising Workflow
One of the fundamental principles of
Lean Management, which enables the
improvement of quality and speedto-market simultaneously, is the reduction and control of the level of work
in progress (code being developed;
studies / specifications in progress; code
in testing), by organising the workflow
according to client requirements, in
order to:
• Limit the burden placed on one team
relative to their capacity
• Focus developers’ efforts on a sustainable level of activity
• Expose problems so they can be
addressed rapidly (not allowing them
to get lost in the log of work in
progress)
• Adopt an iterative approach which
increases the frequency with which
deliverables are presented to the client
(delivering quality codes frequently
increases credibility with the client)

Daily stand-up meeting & Kanban
The daily meeting (or “stand-up meeting”) allows management of delivery, the standard
of work in progress, and the quality of code delivered by the team via a display board (often
a basic whiteboard) which makes all activities visible. The “daily stand-up meeting” is
a way of stimulating the team dynamic and raising obstacles or issues faced, every day.
Sharing competencies and resolving difficulties reinforces the collaborative spirit, and
allows the “group” of employees to become an efficient, close-knit team.

…multi-site teams
In a distributed delivery model, communication and information sharing are more difficult
and often inefficient. Capgemini Consulting has gained in-depth experience in this area and
has piloted innovative solutions using interactive whiteboards to enable seamless delivery.
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Respect employees and promote
ownership
Lean Management is about changing
behaviours at all levels. It should lead
to a “champion” culture which is
team-oriented and fosters a more
collaborative environment. Employees
are directly involved in performance
improvement, and are actively encouraged to take control in the systematic
daily resolution of problems.
For this to happen, Management’s
mindset must shift from a position of
“control over the individual” to one of
“supporting the team”, and promoting
collaborative practices. This leads
to much greater control over the
functioning of the organisation and its
processes.
These new ways of working can be seen
as precursors (and prerequisites) for
longer term cultural change. Difficulties
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are seen as opportunities for improvement and for leveraging competencies
(“resolving without understanding is
missing an opportunity to learn”).
Transparency of the problems faced
together with rigorous root cause
analysis are vital in the continuous
improvement of organisations.

Working to these principles establishes
a virtuous circle: as teams take control
of their processes, they gradually
progress from fire-fighting to anticipating. Time-to-market decreases as the
organisation increases its capacity
to deliver. Quality improves. As a
consequence, the confidence of
internal and external stakeholders
increases - as does the confidence of
the teams themselves.

Sustainable performance improvement for IT organisations
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Where can Lean be applied?
Adrien is 34 years old and works in the IT department of Burmèse. For eight months now, he has been in charge of the
Customèse CRM application, and he manages a team of 19 people:
• 7 people in France – functional and technical experts who have two roles – developing large upgrades and supporting the
offshore team.
• 12 people in India – responsible for corrective maintenance, and, in theory, small upgrades.
Following a disastrous deployment which was escalated to Management, two specialist Lean consultants arrived. Having
understood the expectations of the IT Director and of the Head of Applications, Adrien’s team was chosen for a Lean pilot.

1. The Consultants’ observations
• The on-shore team is worn out and demotivated by their work. “We’re always in fire-fighting mode”; “we’re the odd-job men”;
“my job is repetitive, monotonous and boring”; “what does it mean to be an engineer – to be a hotline for the Indians?”; “what
the Indians deliver is incomplete rubbish”; “we work like crazy during deployment phases – we work up to 20 hours a day”.
• The initial observations “at the coal face” show that the team typically spends 46% of its time on non value-add activities –
in other words, “producing waste”.
• A large part of the on-shore team’s time is spent responding to off-shore requests and reviewing (often re-doing) their work.
• The large upgrades, in fact, are few in number in terms of development and delivery, because of the time dedicated to
urgent maintenance work and correcting the Indians’ mistakes. However, these projects bring significantly more value.
• The work log never stops building up: the list of maintenance tickets has doubled in 6 months and projects are being
delivered up to 8 months late.
• Even Adrien admits that India is a black hole. He doesn’t know the state of progress of the tickets in India. From their side,
the Indians have no view of the function and functionalities of Customèse.
• Meetings are not efficient or action-oriented.
Adrien is not surprised by the findings: in fact he finds these both accurate and demoralising at the same time. How can the
situation be improved?

2. The “daily stand-up meeting” and visual management –
followed by delivery, next steps and actions
• This is Week 1 of the daily stand-up meeting. Every morning at 9am, the on-shore team gathers around the delivery planning board. The agenda is structured progressively. Each person talks about the tasks they did
the previous day, those planned for that day and any problems they have. These are not easy
to tease out.
• This morning, one of the developer’s Post-its (representing a task), placed in the qualification
phase, attracts Adrien’s attention.
A- Why have the next steps not progressed on this post-it?
D- Because I spent 2/3 of my day sorting a maintenance problem with an Indian, and then I
found that I couldn’t make any progress on this task
A- Why?
D- Because I didn’t have access to the qualification environment to work on it
A- Why?
D- There were no workstations free
A- That’s the second time this problem has come up this week. How often does that happen?
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• Team approval. Following a rapid exchange (1 minute), the cause is identified: not only is there no process for planning
workstation availability; on top of this, one of these often breaks down. Adrien takes an action (and posts this on the board
of actions) to have the workstation repaired. He asks a developer to put a planning process into place.
• Regarding the problem of the requests from India, Adrien proposes a workshop, in collaboration with some members from
the Indian team, to find the root cause. One of the on-shore developers takes the action. He will be helped in this task by one
of the consultants from the Lean team in India.

3. And on the off-shore side…
• One consultant has gone to look into the offshore situation, at the client
site. He has mapped the maintenance process on the wall and has
documented the outstanding actions against each stage.

• After three months, the results are clear:

4. Aligning France and India

Age of tickets (in day)

• Following some discussion, it is decided that Rupesh will take this role. The
daily meeting will help him to have better visibility of developer availability and
of the problems faced. To reduce yet further the number of outstanding issues,
the consultant suggests installing a tracking system to manage problem resolution.

av 60%
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Next, he looks into the causes of these issues and discovers, with the
Indian team, that 77% of these were due to three main causes, the first
relating to errors in ticket data (from initial entry into the process). With
management agreement, and the backing of the teams, he has launched
a reorganisation initiative, putting in place a dedicated “dispatcher” who
will:
- Check the correction and completeness of the tickets
- Allocate the tickets effectively – i.e. to the right person at the right time.
The competency matrix, displayed in the communal area, will help the dispatcher do this, as it makes visible the competencies
that exist in the organisation and those which are lacking. Effective, targeted training plans can then be pulled together.
9th April
7th May
28th May
Target end of June

65% reduction
in late items

1

5

9

13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77

Backlog level

To increase the efficiency of his team, Adrien decides to hold a daily meeting with Rupesh, following their respective “daily
stand-up” meetings, at 9.20am. The agenda is highly structured:
• Rapid overview of events
• Discussion of problems faced (as raised at the daiy team meetings)
• Review of all new tickets. This detailed item was deemed necessary initially by Adrien and Rupesh, to build competency
in the Indian team, and to systematically share the expectations of each team. In time, once the two parties have complete
confidence in each other, only ‘problem tickets’ will be covered.

In summary, Adrien has regained his credibility, not only in terms of his position, but also with his clients-facing colleagues
and with his team. His team is now re-energised and re-motivated. Furthermore, the capacity freed up by optimising the
maintenance process allows Adrien’s team to focus on higher value-add projects. The client is satisfied and the team is pleased
to be working on innovative projects that really add value.
Whilst Lean is most commonly applied in the application sector of the IT department, Lean IT can also be applied to the
management ‘ecosystem’ of the IT department. In the same way as Lean Management is applied in industry from conception to
production, Lean IT can be implemented in both the development and maintenance of applications.

Sustainable performance improvement for IT organisations
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Capgemini’s Lean Proposition
Lean IT is a philosophy which will transform ways of working and managing over a long period. In order to transform the whole
organisation, Capgemini Consulting has developed two approaches to fit different deployment timescales (one using pilot
projects; the other a rapid version)

M M+1 M+2 M+3 M+4 M+5 M+6 M+7 M+8 M+9 M+10 M+11 M+12 M+13
Vague 0
Wave 1



Wave 2

16 weeks

Mobilisation & Diagnostic

Implementation

• Training of operational teams
• Bottom-up diagnostic
‘Declaration’

• Quick Wins
• Deployment of improvement
workstreams

• Interviews and surveys
• Value Stream Map (VSM) workshops

‘Observation’
• BeLean Management System
(BLMS® - assessment of performance
management, meetings & KPI’s)
• BeLean® Tool System (assessment of
the use of standard tools & methods)
• DILO – ‘Day-in-the-Life-Of’ observations

• Social diagnostic
• First improvement actions

• Improving process flow by moving
from a ‘push’ to a ‘pull’ system
• Building team capability through the
competency matrix

• Business Case for change

Each improvement workstream
is conducted in the spirit of
Lean Management:

• Close monitoring of
progress against the
business case objectives

Meeting Effectiveness Evaluation

Classification of non value-adding activities
from field observation

22

Efficient

46%

Inefficient

13% Waiting

54%
VA

• Regular ‘Continuous
Improvement’ reviews by
Lean Change Agents and
operations management

• The workstreams are led by field
team members
• The Lean project team coaches both
the field team and the management
in new Lean behaviours
• Pragmatic solutions are deployed
quickly (within the first one to two
weeks)

• Visual Management & Kanban,
daily stand-up meetings,
competency matrix

46%
NVA

Sustaining the gains

Examples of improvement levers:

13

11% Overprocessing

Workshops

9% Rework
6% Unnecessary
movement

6

2

5
3

2

Forecast

Plan

Control

10
12

7
Reporting

Total

7% Other

DILO

BLMS©

Daily Stand-Up Meeting
8
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Key success factors for implementing Lean IT

1. Securing strong sponsorship
at senior management level
transitioning to Lean management and
achieving a substantial improvement
in performance requires a change in
employees’ attitudes and ways of
working at all levels. This change must
be supported all the way up the chain,
including senior managers. Engaging
the middle layers effectively is often
the most challenging part of the
programme.
2. Implementing ‘bottom-up’
solutions which meet top-down
objectives
Lean absolutely has to be ‘bottom-up’.
Its success lies in mobilising teams to
achieve ambitious, inclusive and shared
objectives. The teams are the owners of
continuous improvement and sustainability. However, improvement in
performance must be completely aligned
with, and contribute tangibly to, the
overall business objectives.
3. Mobilising employees in a
shared project
Lean aims to put in place new management practices and rituals, which
primarily affect operational teams. The
teams must assimilate the new philosophy and methodology completely.
Embedding new ways of working takes
time, but only this way can a permanent
improvement dynamic be established
and the gains sustained.
4. Engaging & coaching
the middle management
this is the group of stakeholders who
are most impacted by the implementation of Lean without necessarily being
directly involved in the improvement
projects. Engaging them effectively is
critical to success.

5. Building internal
Lean capability
Implementing sustainable Lean requires
the transfer of knowledge and skills to
field employees - the “Change Agents” –
who will be responsible for owning
the Lean methods and updating the
standards once the external support has
gone. These operational employees are
asked to rapidly assimilate the principles
and basic tools of Lean IT, and subsequently to ‘spread the word’. These
individuals must be carefully chosen,
and should meet all the necessary
criteria: openness to change; credibility
with peers and management; a
demonstrated track record of delivery;
team and project management experience. Change Agents are often also
required to be mobile geographically.
6. Judge the implementation
through operational results
the objective is always to improve the
competitiveness of the IT function; fix
the specific business objectives from
the start, and measure against them
regularly.
7. Understand the starting point
the actions to be taken and pace of
implementation will be determined by
the maturity of the organisation at the
outset.
8. Align performance appraisal
systems
to ensure that the transformation is
sustainable and embed the new culture
created by Lean, performance appraisal
systems must be aligned with the
performance objectives of Lean.

Sustainable performance improvement for IT organisations
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FAQ
Lean Vs Six Sigma
Six Sigma complements Lean with statistical analysis which can improve the reliability of standardised, repetitive and high
volume processes. It is not an alternative to or substitute for Lean – but a highly effective set of tools which is particularly suited
to data-rich environments.

Lean Vs Certifications (CMMI, ITIL, ISO, etc)
These certifications focus on auditing and evaluating how IT organisations comply with sets of standards. Lean aims to improve
operational value and performance, whilst developing practical standards for teams to use every day. Achieving one of these
certifications does not necessarily lead to the satisfaction of client requirements in terms of quality and time-to-market.
Lean is a philosophy which is adapted to the specific character of the organisation. It is applied at the most granular operational
level of the organisation in order to change the mindset of the employees and the way in which IT organisations wor

Lean IT Vs Cost Reduction
While cost reduction focuses on short term savings, Lean IT aims to achieve sustainable performance through continuous
improvement over the short and long term.
Lean IT

• Generate short term cost savings
• Focus on short term levers (reduction in number of projects;
renegotiation of supplier contracts ...
• Reduce headcount to reduce the overall amount spent on
salaries and avoid excess capacity
• Align and rationalise the portfolio of services according
to role priorities
• Create a culture of financial rigour

• Generate benefits and ensure sustainability through
lasting behavioural change
• Identify and eliminate waste - activities which do
not add value to the products and services of
the IT function in the customer’s eyes
• Increase the productivity and utilisation of resources
with flexible and agile IT
• Create a culture of continuous improvement within
the IT function, by involving the operational teams and
role-modelling new, Lean behaviours

«

«

«

«

«

Cost reduction

“top-down”

«

“bottom-up”

Lean Vs Agile Methods
There is frequently confusion between Lean IT and Agile development, because, like Lean, Agile aims to improve operational
efficiency and increase end client satisfaction. However, there are some notable differences between Lean IT and Agile methods:
• Client Involvement
Agile methods require clients to invest heavily in IT during the “sprints”, which completely redefine the software development
process. Lean IT focuses on improving existing processes and does not require (initially) the involvement of the client, since the first
improvement opportunities lie within the IT department itself.
• Scope
Lean applies to every area of IT including application development, ‘bulid‘ projects, call centres, service desks, application
maintenance, integration, infrastructure management/DCS and software development. Agile methods only apply to software
development projects.
• Nature of the levellers addressed
Agile develops processes and specific team management practices. Lean combines work on processes with a strong focus on
managerial practices and performance management, whilst establishing an organisation which is able to respond to client needs
and manage competencies effectively.
• Technology
Agile development methods are difficult to apply in the context of an ERP implementation / maintenance. Conversely, Lean can
adapt to any technological environment.
Implemented effectively, Lean enables true and deep change to the behaviours of teams at the coal face, and through the
management levels right to the very top. When the contractual conditions allow, our Lean IT approach includes the development of
Agile methods.
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Capgemini Consulting Lean IT Team

• 250 Lean experts
• 30 Lean IT specialists
• 90 Black Belt & Master Black Belts
• “The Lean Factory” training centre
• Global coordination

Contact:

Mark JAMIESON
Principal – Operational Excellence
mark.jamieson@capgemini.com
Tel.: +44 870 238 2719
Didier KRICK
VP – Head of Lean Service Offering
didier.krick@capgemini.com
Tel.: +33 6 89 99 14 15
Matteo BARBAZZA
Principal – Head of Lean IT Offering
matteo.barbazza@capgemini.com
Tel.: +33 6 47 83 26 66

About Capgemini
Capgemini, one of the world’s foremost providers of consulting, technology and outsourcing services, enables its clients to transform and perform through technologies.
Capgemini provides its clients with insights and capabilities that boost their freedom
to achieve superior results through a unique way of working, the Collaborative
Business Experience™. The Group relies on its global delivery model called
Rightshore®, which aims to get the right balance of the best talent from multiple
locations, working as one team to create and deliver the optimum solution for clients.
Present in more than 30 countries, Capgemini reported 2009 global revenues of
EUR 8.4 billion and employs 90,000 people worldwide.
More information is available at www.capgemini.com

Capgemini Consulting is the Global Strategy and Transformation Consulting brand of the
Capgemini Group, specializing in advising and supporting organizations in transforming their
business, from the development of innovative strategy through to execution, with a consistent
focus on sustainable results. Capgemini Consulting proposes to leading companies and
governments a fresh approach which uses innovative methods, technology and the talents of
over 4,000 consultants worldwide.
More information is available at www.capgemini.com

Rightshore® is a trademark belonging to Capgemini

Sustainable performance improvement for IT organisations
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Parc Technologique de Lyon - parc Mail
523, cours du 3ème Millénaire
69791 Saint-Priest Cedex
Tél. : +33 (4) 72 21 30 30

Capgemini Consulting is the strategy and transformation consulting brand of Capgemini Group

